A Secure Web Gateway to protect your users
SWG from Smoothwall analyses and categorises web
content in real time, without relying on URL blocklists
which can quickly become outdated. Whether protecting
you from inappropriate or illegal content, anonymous
proxy usage, malware, or simply wasted resources, you
can rely on zero day protection.
The SWG Web Filter combines a powerful reporting suite,
real-time activity monitoring, bandwidth optimisation and
social media controls, allowing you to see and control
everything your users do on the web - even when they’re
taking your devices on the road or using their own devices
on the network.

Real-time content aware
filtering
BYOD functionality
Flexible deployment
options
Social media controls

Smoothwall’s SWG offering is
designed as a transferable solution
that can be tailored for organisations
within education, government,
healthcare and corporate business
sectors.
For sector specific information,
please request a brochure at
smoothwall.com/evaluate

Key Features:
Content-Aware Analysis

Gateway Anti-Malware*

On Device Filtering

Categorises new content into over
100 filter categories in real-time,
with a proprietary URL database
that is updated daily. Easily block
advertising and cookies, customise
the fully configurable blockpages
and implement flash filtering.

Identifies signatures of malicious
content at the gateway to protect
against known and zero-day
threats.
Anti-spam
provides
advanced protection against email
fraud, phishing and spam. Powered
by Bitdefender.

Enforce web usage policies on
all devices through Smoothwall
Connect, even when not connected
to your network. The Connect
Filter protects iOS, Mac OS,
Chromebooks and Windows clients
and devices.

Daily Reports & Alerts

Safeguarding

Authentication

Schedule customised reports on
user activity that export to PDF,
Excel and HTML, access a live view
of users web activity and receive
notifications for policy breaches
and network outages.

The safeguarding reporting suite
notifies you of any safeguarding risk
against seven category rulesets,
including radicalisation, suicide and
self-harm, allowing you to protect
your users from harm.

Easily integrates with Active
Directory, Google, Open Directory
and more. Supports authentication
with Kerberos, NTLM, mixed mode,
RADIUS, Chromebooks, and SSL
portal authentication.

Search Filtering

Multi-Tenant Management

Portal Access

Create filter and block policies
for specific search terms, enforce
Safesearch on search engines and
access live views of users web
activity using customisable reports.

Allows you to control and manage all
of your organisations in one system,
as well as running individual site
reports and creating local filtering
policies.

Allows selected staff members to
modify block lists, access reports,
alter bandwidth configuration and
test access using the policy test
tool.

Social Media Controls

Who, What, Where, When

Layer 7 Application Control*

Flexible tools allowing you to
implement read-only access, block
social gaming, control posts to web
forums and restrict YouTube.

Build policies based on user or
user group, content category, time,
location IP, subnet and hostname
for mobile devices and laptops.

Also known as Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI) and allows you
to control non-web traffic such as
Skype and BitTorrent.

BYOD

Bandwidth Optimisation*

HTTPs Filtering

Offer public Wi-Fi filtering and filter
guest mobile devices securely on
your network across all platforms.

Limit bandwidth use by content
type, user, time and location, and
web proxy cache.

Filter
Secure
Socket
(SSL) traffic, including
anonymous proxies.

*Available at an additional cost.

0870 1999 500
“Smoothwall’s filtering solution
has been a lot easier to
manage, and the support we
have received from Smoothwall
has been second to none.”
Worcestershire County Council
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www.smoothwall.com
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